Risa Goluboff: Cathy, welcome back. I hope we didn't scare you off from last episode!

Cathy Hwang: Not yet.

RG: Get ready for something new, this season on “Common Law.”

Cathy Hwang: I'm super excited about this show today.

RG: That's my new co-host.

Greg Mitchell: Very happy to be here

RG: That's also my new co-host.

Danielle Citron: Such a pleasure right, oh my goodness.

RG: Her too.

John Harrison: Risa, it's great to be doing another episode.

RG: And him.

RG: That's why we're calling this season “Co-Counsel.”

RG: I'm Risa Goluboff, the Dean of the University of Virginia School of Law. For our fourth season of the “Common Law” podcast, I'll be joined by four brand new co-hosts UVA Law professors Cathy Hwang,

Cathy Hwang: I'm just gonna hide in my book.

RG: John Harrison ...

John Harrison: It is virtually unheard of.

RG: Greg Mitchell ...

Greg Mitchell: That's an important point.

RG: and Danielle Citron ...

Danielle Citron: Let's just see how this goes, right?

RG: Each brings their own area of deep legal expertise from business law, law and psychology, privacy and technology, and constitutional law and governmental structure. I've asked each of my co-counsels to invite on the show a few of the experts whom they most admire in their fields. We'll hear from UVA's Mitu Gulati on Haiti's odious debt.

Mitu Gulati: When you make people who got their independence after fighting a bloody war pay for their freedom, I don't think you need to be all that scholarly to think that this is pretty stinky.

RG: We'll take a closer look at eyewitness memory with the University of California Irvine's Elizabeth Loftus.

Elizabeth Loftus: "People start to believe that what they imagined is something that happened to them even when it didn't."
RG: We'll explore cyber-attacks with UVA's Kristen Eichensehr.

**Kristen Eichensehr:** Everybody in the cyber security field knew what was happening, knew who was responsible, and so the government began to look a little silly because they wouldn't actually name names.

RG: And we'll hear an insider's account of the presidential commission on the Supreme Court with the University of Alabama's Tara Leigh Grove.

**Tara Leigh Grove:** Would I do it again? It may be a little too soon to ask me. Suffering from a little bit of PTSD.

RG: Our new season launches February 3rd. In the meantime, you can catch up on past seasons at commonlawpodcast.com, Apple Podcasts or wherever you listen to your favorite shows. Join us for Common Law Co-Counsel, launching February 3rd, University of Virginia School of Law.